SUBJECT: HQDA IMPLEMENTATION AND CHANGES TO THE ARMY TRAFFIC SAFETY TRAINING PROGRAM (ATSTP)

1. THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS TO ANNOUNCE CHANGES TO THE ARMY TRAFFIC SAFETY TRAINING PROGRAM (ATSTP).

1.A. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE ADVANCED AND SUPERVISORS COURSES ARE REMOVED FROM THE ATSTP CURRICULUM.

1.B. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE ARMY IMCOM REGISTRATION SYSTEM (AIRS) HTTPS://AIRS.LMI.ORG/ MUST BE USED TO REGISTER FOR ANY CLASS IN THE ATSTP SUITE. AIRS PROVIDES A STUDENT WITH A CLASS ROSTER AND LOCATION FOR TRAINING. IT ALSO HAS A REPORT CAPABILITY THROUGH THE ADMIN USER PAGE TO RUN REPORTS AND PROVIDES A TRACKING CAPABILITY FOR REQUIRED TRAINING.

1.C. A RECENT CHANGE TO DODI 6055.04, DOD TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAM REQUIRES REMEDIAL DRIVERS TRAINING. COMMANDERS MAY USE THE ATSTP INTERMEDIATE COURSE TO FILL THIS REQUIREMENT UNTIL AN ARMY APPROVED REMEDIAL DRIVERS TRAINING PROGRAM IS IMPLEMENTED 1ST QUARTER IN FY 2011. REMEDIAL DRIVERS TRAINING APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL WHO, WHILE OPERATING A GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLE (GMV) OR A PRIVATELY OWNED VEHICLE, HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF A MOVING VIOLATION OR HAVE BEEN DETERMINED TO BE AT FAULT IN A TRAFFIC MISHAP:

1.C.1. MILITARY PERSONNEL, AT ANY TIME, ON OR OFF A DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) INSTALLATION.

1.C.2. ALL DOD CIVILIAN PERSONNEL, IN A DUTY STATUS, ON OR OFF A DOD INSTALLATION.

1.C.3. MILITARY AND DOD CIVILIANS EMPLOYEES IN OR ON A GOVERNMENT-OWNED OR LEASED MOTOR VEHICLE.

2. POC FOR THIS MESSAGE IS SGM JOSEPH MCCAGE, EMAIL AT JOSEPH.MCCAGE@CONUS.ARMY.MIL, COMM: 703-614-2854, OR DSN 224-2854.
3. THIS HQDA MESSAGE WILL EXPIRE ON 31 DEC 2010. AR 385-10 WILL BE UPDATED TO REFLECT THIS CHANGE.